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jGun® DIGITAL Single Speed
Pneumatic Torque Tool - Accessories
1. WEATHER COVER

2. OFFSET LINK

3. WHIP HOSE WITH AIR REGULATOR

The Weather Cover for the jGun DIGITAL
Single Speed Tool protects the display
during heavy use in the field, no matter the
conditions. The smooth, nonstick silicone
material is ideal to repel water while
providing excellent resistance to ozone and
UV light. The cover can be easily installed
over the tool and digital display to allow for
safe and reliable operation under all kinds
of weather. The cover allows clearance so
that the Tool may be recharged even with
the Weather Cover installed. The Cover is
available in two sizes that fit the
jGun DIGITAL Single Speed Tool small
and large size handles.

The Offset Link provides an extension for the
jGun DIGITAL Single Speed Tool allowing
operators to tighten bolts that are difficult or
impossible to reach with limited overhead
clearance or nearby obstructions. The Offset
Link provides interchangeable cartridges
that allow links to be quickly interchanged
in the field to fit different size nuts. The
Offset Link delivers accurate torque from the
square driver tool to the fastener to minimize
operator error and improve safety. The
Offset links come in two basic drive types
compatible with either ¾” and 1” square
drives. The Offset Link is compatible with
HYTORC Washer which eliminates bending
and side load while increasing the safety and
speed of all bolting operations.

The flexible whip-hose provides an in-line air
regulator with locking mechanism to increase
the flexibility of the jGun DIGITAL Single
Speed Tool without the need for conventional
Filter Regulator Lubricator (FRL) System. The
field-proven mechanism allows the regulator
to be set to the desired torque while locking it
in place until the next torque adjustment. The
hose is constructed from a rugged and flameresistant polyurethane material providing
excellent abrasion resistance and increased
flexibility. The 25” whip hose is rated for
maximum working pressure of 140 PSI.

MODEL COMPATIBILIT Y

MODEL COMPATIBILIT Y

MODEL COMPATIBILIT Y

jGUN-D.25 to jGUN-D1
Part Number: D.25-PC1

jGUN-D.25 to jGUN-D3

jGUN-D.25 to jGUN-D8
Part Number: A001162

NOTE: jGun DIGITAL Single Speed Tool
calibration is required after installing the
whip hose. Please contact HYTORC
Calibration Services.

jGUN-D2 to jGUN-D8
Part Number: D2-PC1
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